
FAST

IoT Platform
“Your ticket to IoT and beyond”



What is the FAST IoT Platform?

Fast IoT Platform is a cloud-based or on-premise IoT platform that enables rapid

development, management and scaling of IoT projects.



How to work FAST IoT Platform?

Fast IoT Platform enables devices to be remotely controlled and monitored, directly or by

connecting to the system via gateways, and allows you to process, visualize and report the

obtained data.



Device management, data collection, processing and

visualization for your IoT solution

It enables device connectivity over industry standard IoT protocols - MQTT, CoAP, HTTP,

Modbus, and OPC-UA, and supports both cloud and on-premises use. Fast IoT Platform is

scalable and provides high performance. Backs up your data. So you will never lose your data.



Identify and manage
devices and assets

Industrial, IoT protocols and APIs

secure your IoT assets using

define, monitor and control.

Define the relationships between your

devices and assets, customers or other

entities.



Collect and store telemetry data in a

scalable and fault-tolerant way. Visualize

your data with built-in or custom indicator

tools and flexible dashboards. Share

dashboards with your customers.

Data Collection and
Visualization



Processes and
Rules

Define detailed rule chains for data

processing. Transform and normalize your

device data. Create alarms for incoming

telemetry events, device feature updates,

device inactivity, and user actions.



Alerts about your devices and assets

Lets you create and manage. Set threshold

values for data collected from devices,

device disconnection or inactivity events.

Define alarms.

Alarm
Management



Reliable

SSL for both MQTT and HTTP

protocols

Supports encryption. Device

with authentication and device

identity management

provides a high level of

security.

Scalable

With its microservice

architecture, it is suitable for

horizontal expansion in direct

proportion to the number of

devices connected to the

system and data traffic.

Problems such as downtime,

rebooting do not occur.

Optional
License

Fast IoT Platform has suitable

license options for end users

and customers. Choose the one

that suits you from Cloud SaaS

or On-premise (In-premise

installation) license options.



The sensors to be monitored

are connected to the system

directly or via gateways with

supported protocols. Sensor

data is monitored in real time

and retrospectively, and alarms

are generated according to

threshold values for the data

obtained from the sensors.

Data Collection and
Sensor Tracking



Greenhouse and
Meteorology Station
Tracking

All sensors used in greenhouses

and meteorology stations are

defined to the system.

According to the sensor data,

different systems (irrigation

system, ventilation, etc.) can be

automatically activated or

deactivated, and smart

agriculture applications can be

developed quickly.



All energy meters and

consumptions of production

facilities or buildings are

monitored via energy analyzers

and all energy consumption is

reported. Thanks to the instant

and retrospective reports,

unnecessary energy

consumption is detected.

Energy Monitoring
and Management



Water Monitoring
and Management

In clean water or wastewater

control and monitoring,

automatic activation and

deactivation of pumps is

provided according to the water

level. Instant occupancy rates

of the warehouses are

monitored in real time. In pump

failures, alarms are generated

at the critical level and overflow

levels of the tank.
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